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Main points

• Ocean-atmosphere fluxes based on Monin-Obukhov similarity 
theory (MOST) and analytical forms of exchange coefficients from 
Large and Yeager (2004, 2009).

• It has been extensively used for model lowest-level variables 
centered at ~ 55m (coupled) and 10m (forced-ocean simulations).
– Now being applied at 10m or 20m in CESM3 development cases.

• Surface waves are not explicitly included in the surface flux 
calculations.

• High wind speed regime is an area of uncertainty – how to modify 
the drag coefficient at extreme winds?

• Libraries of various different flux schemes exist
– E.g. Brodeau software package Aerobulk

• Flux parameterization not developed for short time-scale 
(e.g.minutes) or short length-scale (kms)
– Field measurements of turbulence averaged e.g. over 10s of minutes
– This is an issue for ultra high-resolution models



Air-sea exchange fluxes of momentum , 
heat, moisture

• Turbulent quantities

• Friction velocity etc form

• Bulk flux form

   

   

   

 

Momentum FluxSensible Heat flux       Latent heat flux

Note the overbars – time averagesMeasured by direct covariance or inertial 
dissipation methods – not common but 
needed as baseline for bulk flux

Based on variables easily measured



Neutral drag coefficients at 10m empirically defined 
(Large and Pond, Large and Yeager)

Step 1. Define turbulent scales u* etc using neutral 
coefficients and bulk variables

Step 2a. Get initial guess of zeta=z/L

Step 2b. Get empirical functions PSIM(zeta), PSIH(zeta) etc

Step 3. Shift wind to 10m and neutral stability, temp and 
humidity to wind height

Step 4. Get new neutral coefficients from (6) then shift to 
measurement height and stability

Step 5. Use the new coefficients in (10) to compute new 
turbulent scales in (7). Then go back to step 2

Main iteration loop of Large and Yeager 2004, 2009

   



 
Roughness length a function of wind speed or wave 
state via Charnock coefficient

Skin temperature question/diurnal 
cycle

Alternative Flux schemes
• COARE (Fairall et al. 1996, 2003, Edson et al. 2013)
• ECMWF (Beljaars 1995, 1997)
• WRF (Zhang and Anthes 1982, 
• All Iterate on roughness length
• They include “cool skin” and diurnal warm layer
• All use standard stability profiles (PSIM,PSIH etc.) based on 

field measurements (e.g. Businger-Dyer) but differ in other 
aspects

Relationship of roughness 
length and drag 
coefficient



Github library of flux routines by L. Brodeau and 
collaborators



Role of surface waves
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WW3 export
    fields

Legacy Coupling: 
- Langmuir multiplier (lamult) passed 

to OCN and used within CVMix to 
enhance KPP mixing.

New Coupling:
- A number of stokes drift bands 

passed to OCN for WAB eqn 
computations that modifies MOM6 
momentum eqn. A newer KPP 
mixing enhancement 
parameterization is also being 
developed.



Extreme wind speed regime

• Important especially for high-resolution models
– Is drag coefficient capped or reduced at high wind speeds? 

• Surface waves are very important here
– Misalignment of stress and wind vectors, wind and wave

• Temporal averaging for turbulent statistics ?
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Uncertainty in drag coefficient at high winds

Laboratory experiments From dropsonde data 

Richter et al. 2021. Potential Low Bias in High-Wind Drag 
Coefficient Inferred from Dropsonde Data in Hurricanes. 
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